Cherished as one of the most outstanding dance pioneers of all time for her beautiful and lyrical choreographic ideal, Isadora Duncan (1878-1927) and her legacy will be explored in this unique workshop.

Artistic Director, Lori Belilove, hailed as "radiantly persuasive" by The New York Times for her performances and choreography, will direct the workshop, assisted by Associate Artistic Director, Cherlyn Smith and members of the company, known for their vital and refreshing interpretation of the Duncan legacy.

With slow and carefully taught preparatory studies, the daily technique and repertoire classes offer dancers a passage into the essence of Duncan's movement and the philosophy behind it. Through the in-depth focus on the classwork, students will gain the confidence and technique necessary to learn the dances from the repertoire. Dances to be covered in the afternoon repertory classes include Duncan's early solos to Chopin's etudes, waltzes, and mazurkas and a sampling of The Art of Isadora.

The Art of Isadora
Register HERE!

Intermediate Level
Summer Workshop
May 12 - 17

212-691-5040
info@isadoraduncan.org

Schedule
Monday - Saturday, May 12 - 17.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday evenings 6:00 p.m. - 8:00p.m.

Tuition
US$600 (with non-refundable US$25 registration fee)
the heroic group works, as well as dances inspired by Greek mythology. Throughout, the workshop will explore the variety of movement qualities inherent in Duncan’s style to build an understanding of the dynamic range and power of her dances.

This intermediate level workshop includes tunic making, screening of Duncan documentary videos, book and reading discussions, Metropolitan Museum Greek and Roman Wing tour, and networking. Workshop classes will be held in spacious New York City studios. Gatherings will meet at the Isadora Duncan Dance Duncan Foundation Studios in Chelsea.

Prerequisites include intermediate level modern and ballet technique, letter of recommendation from dance teacher, and letter from candidate expressing interest in learning Duncan Dance.

US$550 early bird special for applications received by April 1st. Payable to Isadora Duncan Dance Foundation.

Questions?
Send us an email!
info@isadoraduncan.org
Call us!
212-691-5040

Isadora Duncan Dance Foundation, 141 West 26th Street #3, New York, NY 10001
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